7. The German Offensives
The year 1918 saw a gradually worsening military situation following the effective
withdrawal of Russia from the war, which allowed the Germans to reinforce the
Western Front. Far from being able to renew the Ypres Offensive, the British armies in
France found themselves preparing to face a German offensive. Although the final year
of the war saw the introduction of fewer new technologies, it saw the proliferation of
technologies introduced in earlier years, and tactics to take advantage of them, leading
to the final progression from trench warfare into modern semi-open warfare.
As in the previous year, a number of organisational changes occurred over the winter,
the most important of which was the consolidation of all five Australian divisions into a
single Australian Corps under command of General Sir W.R. Birdwood.1 The Australian
government had been pressing for this since July 1917,2 but had been refused on the
grounds that a corps of five divisions would be unwieldy.3 This issue was sidestepped
for the time being by designating the 4th Division as a depot division.4 The Australian
government also insisted that all command and staff positions be held by Australians.
This would take time to effect, but the result would be an Army more thoroughly
Australian than ever. And an army it was, it all but name: on 31 March 1918 a
staggering 122,426 Australian soldiers, including 483 nurses, were in France.5
During 1917 the mechanical transport had gradually been Australianised. The 1st and
3rd Divisions had brought their own transport from Australia. Three auxiliary
mechanical transport companies, sent from Australia in December 1916 for the purpose,
were broken up to complete the mechanical transport of the 2nd and 5th Divisions. The
4th Division's mechanical transport was finally Australianised by 28 October 1917.6 On
12 March 1918 Colonel W.H. Tunbridge, the AIF's Director of Mechanical Transport
Services, reorganised the mechanical transport, disbanding the Ammunition Sub Parks
and Supply Columns and creating six mechanical transport companies available for any
kind of hauling.7 Not only was the new arrangement more flexible, but he also took the
opportunity to standardise on just four models of trucks. Two companies were equipped
with Peerless, three with Daimlers and one with Thornycrofts. The 3rd, 6th and 12th
Field Artillery (Army) Brigade Park Sections were equipped with the Peerless. Enough
men were left over to form the 1st and 2nd Siege Battery Ammunition Columns, which
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were equipped with Albions. Standardisation would henceforth pay dividends in terms
of both training and maintenance.8
Trench mortar batteries were also reorganised, on 21 February. The three medium
batteries in each division were reorganised as two medium batteries each with six 6 inch
Newton Mortars, which had replaced the 2 inch Mortar in 1917. The new 6 inch Newton
could fire a 21 kg bomb up to 1,300 metres.9 It could use either the type 105 time fuse or
the new type 110 percussion fuse that was extremely effective against wire.10 Retention
of the big 9.45 inch heavy mortar was under consideration,11 the commander of the 2nd
Division reporting that:
The heavy trench mortar has proved its value under certain conditions. These conditions are very
limited. In this division, the only occasions when the 9.45 inch mortar has been really useful
were when we held the Ypres salient in September 1916.12

In the end, the divisional heavy trench mortar batteries were disbanded and a single
battery of six 9.45 inch mortars was retained under Corps Heavy Artillery control.13
What is noteworthy here is a new meme, a contingency theory of weaponry, under
which the usefulness of a weapon or arm depended on the circumstances, was gaining
currency. Formerly, there had often been an aspect of traditionalism about weapons.
Increasingly, the evaluation of weapons would be devolved to the lowest level, and the
task at hand would determine the decision.
Machine guns were also reorganised yet again on 2 March when the four companies in
each division were formed into Machine Gun Battalions, each with 64 Vickers medium
machine guns under divisional control, while the Division Machine Gun Officer was
upgraded to a lieutenant colonel. Although his responsibilities remained mainly training
and technical, he could and would control the disposition of machine guns at the front,
aided by his own signal section.14
A new sapper unit arrived during the winter, the 1st Army Troops Company. The only
unit of its kind in the AIF, it was a general purpose engineering unit a little smaller than
a field company. This unit gave the corps troops engineering expertise of their own,
without having to borrow field or tunnelling companies. New signal units were formed
on 19 February - the Australian Corps Signal Company, the 1st and 2nd Cable Sections,
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and the 1st and 2nd Airline Sections - while on 2 April the Australian Corps Wireless
Section became an independent unit.15 The proliferation of wireless technology would be
important in controlling open warfare.
Three squadrons of the Australian Flying Corps had been sent to Europe in 1916 for
service on the Western Front, the 3rd Flying Squadron arrived in England on 28
December 1916, the 2nd on 30 January 1917 and the 4th on 27 March. On 24 August
1917, the 3rd Flying Squadron, equipped with RE8s, moved to France, with the 2nd
followed on 21 September and the 4th on 18 December. The latter two squadrons were
trained as fighter squadrons, the 2nd being equipped with the SE5a from January 1918
and the 4th with the legendary Sopwith Camel.16 On 15 November 1917, the 3rd Flying
Squadron became the Corps squadron of I Anzac Corps.17 A small gesture in itself, this
would have a great impact on Australian military thinking. Henceforth the flying
squadron commander would attend corps conferences and air and ground operations
would be closely coordinated. The down side to this was that most senior officers'
acquaintance with the air arm was with the 3rd Flying Squadron (or the 1st in Palestine)
and after the war they continued to think of the Air Force as an arm rather than a
service.18
On 21 January the British Army, short of reinforcements, reduced the divisions on the
Western Front from 12 infantry battalions to 9, a step already taken by the German and
French Armies. The effect was to increase the ratio of other arms to infantry.19 The War
Office urged the AIF to follow for the sake of uniformity but the AIF, short of
reinforcements too but not so badly, elected to defer the decision. The Australians felt
strongly that the 12 battalion organisation was superior as it allowed a brigade to have
two battalions forward and two in reserve.20 The Canadian and New Zealand armies
likewise remained on the 12 battalion establishment.
The platoon organisation was changed to a Lewis gun section and three rifle sections. In
April BEF GHQ decided to increase the number of Lewis guns per infantry battalion,
initially to 20 and ultimately, in June, to 32. Army commanders were asked to nominate
divisions suitable for the immediate receipt of extra guns. All five Australian divisions
were so nominated. For the moment, each company was given an extra Lewis gun,
available as a tactical reserve.21 In addition, each infantry battalion, field company and
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field battery was given four, and each tunnelling company two, Lewis guns for
antiaircraft purposes.22
Not all technical and tactical ideas were winners. Lieutenant F. Brand of the 7th Light
Trench Mortar Battery conducted experiments in the use of the Stokes Mortar as an
antiaircraft weapon in November 1917. The Stokes was fired with barrel and base plate
only, the number one positioning the mortar by hand, using a sight he improvised.23 I
Anzac Corps School carried out further tests. The general impression of this innovation
was summed up by Brigadier General Charles Rosenthal, who felt that, given the lack of
a reliable fuze, the variation in range and the slowness of the bomb relative to an
aircraft, it was most unlikely that an enemy aircraft could ever be brought down by a
Stokes Mortar.24
It was a sign of increased antiaircraft precautions, not restricted to units at the front, who
were enjoined not to congregate in groups of more than 250,25 but which extended back
to the Australian Corps Schools, the General Base Depot at Le Havre and even the AIF
Administrative Headquarters back in London.26 Low flying aircraft could now expect to
be shot at by the ground forces. On 27 April the 7th Infantry Brigade reported that it had
2 Vickers and 26 Lewis guns detailed for antiaircraft duties in its sector.27 While the
number of enemy aircraft shot down by ground fire each month was low (only 6 by
antiaircraft guns and 3 by small arms in June by the whole of the BEF),28 the whole
effort was made worthwhile on 21 April when Australian Vickers and Lewis gunners
fired on and apparently shot down the legendary Red Baron, Captain Manfred von
Richthofen.29
The British Army was expecting the Germans to attack, although not necessarily against
its front, and had a good idea of the form that the attack would take. The Germans
attempted to obtain strategic surprise by quickly deploying large numbers of troops from
reserve. Their guns did not fire until the day of the attack and there was minimal
registration activity. Instead of a long preliminary bombardment, there was a short one
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of several hours of extreme violence, making full use of the ability of their trench
mortars to deliver a huge volume of explosive in a short time. They also made extensive
use of lethal Green Cross. The German artillery attempted to silence the British with
counterbattery fire while pioneers cut the wire with wire cutters. The initial attack was
made by specially trained assault troops who exploited gaps while avoiding strong
points, leaving them for follow up units.30 The Germans put a great deal of emphasis on
the initiative of both junior and senior commanders and expected the offensive to be
carried on for 8 kilometres or more.31
The British line lay simply where the offensives of 1917 had come to an end and was in
no way chosen for defensive value. Particularly vulnerable were the British Fourth
Army holding the Ypres salient, and the British Fifth Army holding the long Somme
sector recently handed over by the French. The BEF had a lot of work to do. Wire
entanglements were laid, blockhouses, dugouts and machine gun and observation posts
constructed, and trenches dug. Defences were also prepared against aircraft and tanks,
which the enemy was now known to possess.32 Such work occupied much of the time
and greatly hampered training, but by aggressive patrolling of No Man's Land the
Australian infantryman got training in the war he would actually have to fight.33
The British adopted the German defensive scheme which had earned their grudging
respect at Third Ypres. As in 1917, the front was organised in three lines but held much
more lightly. The forward zone was a screen of barbed wire covered by machine gun
posts. The battle zone was where the main fighting was intended, and this consisted of a
series of defended localities. The rear zone was a fall back and rallying line.34 The
doctrine was a good one, but there was too little time to inculcate it into the British
Army. The German system relied on junior commanders at the front to launch
counterattacks on their own initiative. This meant that the new doctrine had to be
promulgated to and thoroughly understood by all levels of the British Army, a tall order.
Most commanders continued to hold the forward zone too heavily and spend too much
time on it, to the detriment of works in the battle zone.35 All of which has led some
commentators to suggest that the British Army might have been better off with the
older, more familiar, system, which had worked well enough for the Australians at
Lagnicourt.36
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On 21 March the German attack fell on the British Third and Fifth Armies. Holding a
long front with few reserves, the commander of the British Fifth Army, General Sir H.
de la P. Gough, had only one card up his sleeve. Immediately before the attack, the
artillery battery positions were changed, thus saving many of his outnumbered guns
from destruction or neutralisation.37 The Germans were soon taking casualties from
defensive artillery and machine gun barrages. Because of the broad front of the German
attack, however, these were too thin in many sectors and often not timely. A morning
mist, normal for the region at that time of year, screened the advance. The defended
localities were generally emplaced on higher ground leaving the valleys defended only
by fire.38 Without observation, they became dead ground and infiltrating stormtroopers
were able to penetrate the battle zone, bypassing the defended localities. In some cases
the mist also prevented the SOS signals from being seen.39 By nightfall, a general
withdrawal was in progress,40 and units fighting rearguard actions for the first time made
many tactical errors. Some fought to the finish rather than retreat while others withdrew
without a fight. The need to cover the withdrawal with fire was neglected. Too much
attention was given to keeping a continuous line, resulting in local penetrations that
triggered general withdrawals.41
The next day the German advance continued and semi-open warfare resumed on the
Western Front. Orders were issued for the destruction of ammunition and the demolition
of bridges.42 During the German withdrawal of 1917 the British Army had found, to its
dismay, that it had become rusty at open warfare. This time things were much worse,
because whereas in 1917 units could simply opt out of open warfare with a less vigorous
pursuit, now the Germans were forcing the pace.
Cooperation with the Royal Air Force soon failed due to lack of communications, in
particular the cutting of unburied telephone lines by German artillery. As the front
moved there was insufficient time to lay lines, let alone bury them, and the cable
sections were unused to their new role in open warfare. As in 1917, units deprived of
telephones were slow to switch to visual and wireless communications.43 No special
transport was supplied for the wireless sets and retreating artillery units lost or damaged
their radios or did not have the time to erect new radio masts.44
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The 3rd, 4th and 5th Divisions were ordered to join the battle on 25 March. Corps
would not follow until 5 April so for two weeks individual divisions and brigades
fought separate battles under different British commands.45 Brigade groups were thrown
into the battle as they arrived and in some cases would spend weeks separated from their
divisions. What the AIF brought to the battle was fresh, strong, veteran divisions with
training and experience in open warfare from the previous year. The high degree of
initiative that it granted to junior leaders would also serve the cause well.
On 9 April the Germans had launched a second offensive on the Lys sector near
Armentieres, and headed for the major rail junction at Hazebrouck. Australian units that
had not yet left for the Somme were thrown in to the fight and the 1st Division, which
had only just arrived there, was rushed back. On the Somme, the Australian met an
enemy advance that had already halted. On the Lys, the 1st Division helped stop the
advance.
The field artillery was out of practice in limbering up quickly. Nor was the heavy
artillery mobile enough. Want of tractors, which had been centralised at corps level,
caused the unnecessary loss of heavy artillery pieces. In just one week the British Fifth
Army lost 601 18 pounders, 44 4.5 inch howitzers and 81 heavy pieces.46 The
cumbersome 8 inch and 9.2 inch howitzers proved completely unsuitable for mobile
warfare so the Australian Corps Heavy Artillery concentrated them into a Reserve
Brigade.47 Arrangements were made to place a siege artillery brigade directly under each
divisional GOCRA. Both field and heavy artillery found the 6 gun battery unwieldy in
open warfare conditions and batteries attached to divisions or designated as a mobile
reserve reduced themselves to a four gun establishment by leaving a two gun section
behind.48
To many arms and branches it must have seemed like a general reversion to the 1914
organisation which had, after all, been tailored to open warfare conditions. The division
ammunition columns needed to be broken back down into brigade ammunition
columns,49 and the machine gun battalions back into companies.50 The machine gunners
were deemed to have paid too much attention to indirect fire, neglecting the power of
the Vickers gun in direct enfilading fire, so corps headquarters ordered that not more
than one fifth of all ammunition for the machine gun should be used for barrage fire.51
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Even the long dormant mounted arm had a brief revival; the 4th Division Artillery used
mounted artillerymen to form its own cavalry screen, there being no light horse
available,52 and one of the first orders of the Australian Corps Headquarters when it
arrived on the Somme sector was to attach a troop of light horse and a platoon of
cyclists to each division.53
There was of course no intention of reverting to 1914 tactics or technologies. The
Australian tactical conception was "one of stubborn defence coupled with strong
counterattacks".54 On 30 March the Germans made three assaults on the 3rd Division
near Morlancourt, assisted by low flying aircraft. Enfilading Vickers guns, Lewis guns,
rifles and field artillery repulsed the attacks.55 The Australians, shielded from view by
the morning mist, let the enemy approach to within close range before opening fire.56
Some field batteries fired over open sights, a new experience for the 3rd Division
Artillery.57 When a German battery attempted to do the same, 60 pounders promptly
engaged it. The tactic of letting the Germans get close before opening fire was repeated
by the 35th Infantry Battalion near Villers-Bretonneux on 4 April and the 8th Infantry
Battalion on the Lys front shortly after midnight on 13 April, when a company of
Germans was allowed to march to within 20 metres before the Australians opened up,
killing 21 Germans and putting the rest to flight.58
The standard German attack formation was to have a light machine gun group up front,
followed by the rest of the assault platoon in wave formation, and then the rest of the
company or battalion in files. When the British were encountered, the files would
redeploy into waves.59 On 4 April a lone Vickers gun crew of the 15th Machine Gun
Company encountered a battalion of Germans marching across fairly open country in a
column of fours, engaged the column and dispersed it.60 In less spectacular form, this
became another standard Australian counter-tactic: enfilading attacking German waves
with Vickers and Lewis gun fire. The digger supplemented his allotment of automatic
weapons with captured weapons,61 Lewis guns taken from retreating British troops,62 and
weapons salvaged from the battlefield.63 In a 19 day period, for example, the 13th
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Infantry Battalion wore out 10 Lewis gun barrels and fired 200,000 rounds.64 Thus, the
tactical ideas of the diggers were in accord with their leaders in their belief in the value
of firepower in general and automatic weapons in particular.
The 4th Division found itself defending a steep embankment overlooking the Ancre
River. A forward slope defence would have been difficult to reinforce or recover by
counterattack during daylight, troops would have to cross the crest to reach the front
line, and if any part of the line was captured the Germans would be able to enfilade the
rest from above, but a reverse slope defence would allow the Germans to cross the
Ancre unopposed and mass on the other side hidden by the embankment. Therefore, the
4th Division chose to establish outposts on the embankment with the main position on
the reverse slope. The Australian artillery, warned of a probable attack on 5 April, fired
two counter-preparation shoots and, on the morning of the attack, fired on the SOS lines
at a slow rate. German artillery and trench mortars, using a mixture of gas, shrapnel and
high explosive, strongly but blindly bombarded the Australian positions. They managed
to penetrate the front and pour through, capturing a machine gun section before it could
fire a shot, but their penetration was a narrow one and they were engaged by Vickers
and Lewis guns, Stokes mortars and rifle fire. At 1700 the infantry made a counterattack
in depth.65 In view of the supporting gunners, the infantry swept forward in one great
wave. They were met by a storm of machine gun fire. Nonetheless, the Australians
drove the Germans back,66 the Australian infantry losing about 1,000 men.67 Meanwhile,
the Australian artillery came under fire from German "area" shoots - off the map fire at
the place where the Germans knew they had to be - with shells using instantaneous
fuzes.68 They lost 153 men and 5 guns to German shellfire. In reply, the Australian
artillery fired some 23,320 rounds of 18 pounder and 5,268 rounds of 4.5 inch howitzer
ammunition.69
The town of Villers-Bretonneux, strategically important because it dominated the
important railway centre of Amiens, was the scene of two counterattacks by Australian
troops, the first on 4/5 April. The 9th Infantry Brigade's recent training had been devoted
almost entirely to musketry and Lewis gunnery and made superb use of both weapons.
One company alone fired 330 Lewis gun magazines and 3,000 rifle rounds.70 A second,
more famous, counterattack was carried out on 25 April 1918 in response to a German
attack that captured Villers-Bretonneux from the British. As he had at Polygon Wood,
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Brigadier General H.E. Elliott of the 15th Infantry Brigade formed a special
counterattacking force and placed it under a trusted subordinate, on this occasion
Lieutenant Colonel H.T.C. Layh of the 57th Infantry Battalion, who had distinguished
himself at the landing at Gallipoli. Elliott's method of giving complete control to a
colonel at the front closely resembled the German system of command and control.71 He
gave Layh a troop of the 13th Light Horse Regiment, the 59th Infantry Battalion and a
British horse artillery battery and orders to locate the enemy. In the German Army a
counterattack in depth would have followed under the cover of the morning mist but
Elliott was dealing with the British Army and his superior, Major General J.J.T. Hobbs,
the commander of the 5th Division, could not obtain the required permission.
Instead of a quick counterattack in depth, a methodical counterattack had to be made by
the 13th and 15th Infantry Brigades that night to recapture Villers-Bretonneux by means
of a double envelopment. This allowed the Germans to bring up machine guns and
trench mortars and relieve their tired troops with fresh ones. Nor was Elliott placed in
overall command, so the two brigades moved independently. The approach involved a
long night march in the mist over unfamiliar ground with hollows containing pockets of
gas. Lieutenant Colonel Norman Marshall called a halt on the start line to reorganise and
wait for the late companies, delaying the start for over an hour.72 A burning building in
Villers-Bretonneux provided a landmark to keep direction by, and German units gave
away their locations by firing flares that were sometimes confused with the SOS signal,
three vertical white lights.73 Enemy seen were fired on by Lewis gunners, shooting from
the hip.74 The advance was up a slope and casualties were light as enemy fire tended to
be high. Elliott felt that the German machine guns were located too close to VillersBretonneux, allowing them to be masked.75 The Australians tended to rush machine guns
from the front rather than attempt to work around them, and bayonets were used
extensively in the close fighting. As they reached the old British positions, barbed wire
caused men to bunch up, which left gaps between units.76 Some men pushed on past the
German posts and some attacked them, as there were no designated moppers-up.77 At
daybreak, the Australians wished they had more ground flares to signal the "friendly"
aircraft that were bombing them and artillery that was shelling them.78
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The German Offensives of March and April 1918 cost the British Expeditionary Force
303,000 men. The French, in coming to their rescue, lost 92,000 men, for a total of
395,000 allied casualties. The Germans lost 378,000 men but the degree of disruption to
the British Army was far greater that anything suffered by the much larger German
Army. Nine of the BEF’s 60 divisions were written off. Australian casualties between
21 March and 7 May came to 15,083. Although light compared with British losses, this
caused the 36th, 47th and 52nd Infantry Battalions to be disbanded, reducing the 9th,
12th and 13th Infantry Brigades to the three battalion establishment.79
Organisation of an Infantry Battalion
(Other Ranks only)
(From 22 June 1918)80
Minimum Maximu
m
Battalion Headquarters
Fighting Portion
Sergeant Instructors

6

AA Lewis Gun Section

13

Administrative

61

TOTAL
4 x Company Headquarters

72

152
Fighting Portion (23 each)

92

Administrative (4 each)

16

TOTAL

108

16 x Platoon Headquarters

(3 each)

48

32 x Rifle Sections

(7 minimum, 11 maximum)

224

352

16 x Lewis Gun Sections

(11 minimum, 15 maximum)

176

240

TOTAL

448

640

GRAND TOTAL

708

900

To avoid disbanding more battalions, or even a division, the establishment of other
ranks per battalion was reduced (in line with the British Army) from 976 to 900. When
the required cadre was left behind at the depot, this meant a fighting strength of 708
other ranks. In addition, each battalion still had an establishment of 38 officers, of
whom 17 had to be left behind. The total nominal strength of a battalion in action was
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therefore 729. This necessitated a new platoon organisation from 22 June 1918 that
contained a Lewis Gun Section with 11 men and two 7 man rifle sections.81
Monash believed strongly that the fighting power of the infantry battalion was in its
firepower, not its raw numbers. He wrote:
I am convinced that we can carry on successful battle operations so long as we can maintain our
battalions at an average of something like 700 or 750.82

However, even these numbers could not be maintained, average numbers of other ranks
in the infantry battalions dropping from 706 on 17 August to 653 on 31 August. In
September and October 1918 eight more infantry brigades had to be reduced to three
battalions, leaving only the original four brigades with four battalions.83
In his firepower philosophy, Monash differed strongly with the BEF's Director of
Training, Lieutenant General Sir Ivor Maxse, who held that 900 strong battalion "fire
units" were essential. In a conference towards the war's end, Monash told him bluntly:
We can fight with less than 900 per battalion and have done so.84

Monash had arithmetic on his side. Excluding the antiaircraft section and the
administrative overhead, and assuming that everyone else but the Lewis gunners and
their assistants was carrying rifles, the rifle strength of the 708 strong battalion was
about 580. The 16 Lewis gun sections each had the firepower of 80 rifles, so the Lewis
guns represented 1,280 rifle fire units, or 68% of the firepower of the battalion. The
extra 192 men to bring it up to 900 only increases the firepower by 10%, while
increasing the number of soldiers subject to acquisition by 27%. The problem that the
AIF encountered with battalions smaller than 700 men was in the ability to carry enough
ammunition forward, as the 15 man Lewis gun section carried 64 Lewis gun magazines
but the 11 man minimum section carried only 40.
As a result of the German counterattack on Villers-Bretonneux, the Australian Corps
took over the entire British Fourth Army front,85 with all four divisions in line.86 For the
next three months the AIF waged a war of attrition. Artillery was used for harassment
and interdiction shoots. These missions, on which the corps heavy artillery expended an
average of over 200 tonnes per day, involved firing on enemy road and rail traffic, work
81
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parties and generally anything that moved. The objective, to inflict casualties and make
maintaining troops in the forward area as difficult as possible, was now standard
procedure. However, the daily fog, especially in the Somme and Ancre valleys,
hampered aeroplane observation while prevailing westerly winds frustrated the sound
rangers, rendering accurate counter battery fire difficult.87
The fluid nature of warfare in April precluded the use of the 8 and 9.2 inch howitzers
but as the front settled down it became possible to emplace them again and they rejoined
the fight in May. The Corps artillery now included a couple of batteries of 12 inch guns
whose enormous range was useful against distant targets. The gunners routinely used
type 106 fuzes for all types of missions, ignoring the delayed action fuzes.88 Type 106
fuzes were now used on counter battery missions where possible, in conjunction with
lethal and lachrymatory gas.89 Tests found that the 106 fuze was also superior for smoke
shell.90 Indeed, serious thought was being given to discontinuing shrapnel altogether.91
At this time, air recuperators began to become available for the 18 pounders, replacing
the troublesome springs. The air recuperators were pairs of cylinders, one at high
pressure and one at low. On recoil the hydraulic fluid would be forced by a ram (piston)
into the high pressure cylinder that was filled with air and hydraulic fluid. When the
recoil ceased, the compressed air would force the oil back into the low pressure chamber
and restore the gun to its position, hence the name.92 The air recuperator enabled 18
pounders to shoot at ranges up to 9,200 metres and meant that 18 pounders could be
used for tasks that formerly required the heavy artillery.93 Unfortunately, there were not
enough available to equip all the guns with them. In addition to artillery, aircraft,
machine guns, rifle grenades and trench mortars were also used for harassment and
interdiction tasks where possible.
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Heavy Artillery Ammunition Expenditure (May - July 1918)94
12 inch
9.2 inch
Howitzer Howitzer

8 inch
6 inch
Howitzer Howitzer

6 inch
Gun

60
Pounder

TOTAL

Total Rounds

245

1190

May
5110

Total Tonnes

84

157

465

3261

330

788

5085

Daily Rounds

8

40

170

2387

241

961

3808

Daily Tonnes

3

5

16

109

11

26

169

61240

3913

20897

92562

71618

7244

28827

114234

Total Rounds

338

1559

June
4615

Total Tonnes

115

206

420

2789

178

571

4279

Daily Rounds

11

52

154

2041

130

697

3085

Daily Tonnes

4

7

14

93

6

19

143

102836

7883

32927

165352

Total Rounds

515

5925

July
15266

Total Tonnes

176

782

1390

4683

359

900

8290

Daily Rounds

18

204

526

3546

272

1135

5702

Daily Tonnes

6

27

48

161

12

31

276

TOTAL
24991
235694

19040

82651

372148

Total Rounds

1098

8674

Total Tonnes

375

1145

2276

10732

867

2258

17654

Daily Rounds

12

97

281

2648

214

929

4181

Daily Tonnes

4

13

26

121

10

25

199

94
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Gas was extensively used for both harassment and interdiction and counterbattery work
by the 4.5 inch howitzers and the heavies.95 Two companies of the British Special (Gas)
Brigade worked the Australian Corps front, using Livens projectors. These were 203mm
steel tubes 1.22m long. Batteries of 25 were buried at a 45° angle as close together as
the base plates would permit and fired electrically, projecting 27.7 kg drums containing
13.6kg of pure phosgene into the enemy lines.96 They made 26 gas attacks in June and
July in which a total of 5,031 drums of lethal gas were released.97
Infantry played a key role in harassing the enemy. One way this was done was was by
sniping. Confronted by a bare stretch of No Man's Land and shallow trenches, the 2nd
Division was at first unable to move by daylight due to enemy snipers. The 6th Infantry
Brigade snipers went to work. Between 10 and 28 April they shot 50 enemy soldiers,
one man shooting seven in one day.98 Not to be outdone, the 7th Infantry Brigade shot 55
Germans between 12 and 30 April.99 As at Gallipoli, the snipers went on to shoot down
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the enemy periscopes as well.100 The result was a complete cessation of enemy daylight
movement in the 2nd Division sector and the enemy rifles and machine guns fell
silent.101 Sniping was, of course, not restricted to the 2nd Division; snipers of the 3rd
Division's 9th Infantry Brigade shot 12 Germans on 11 April near Hangard Wood.102
Spectacular results were obtained by patrolling. Small groups of diggers spontaneously
began aggressively prowling No Man’s Land. The front line was no shell torn morass
but green leafy woods and tall wheat fields. The German line opposite was very thinly
held in order to keep the maximum number of men in reserve for the next offensive.
There were no continuous trench lines or barbed wire entanglements and harassing fire
from aircraft, artillery and snipers attempted to prevent their establishment. The
Australians found that the high crops enabled them to sneak up on the isolated German
posts and they started attacking and capturing them when opportunity presented. This
form of warfare required a high order of stealth, individual initiative and patience. At
the time prisoners were of enormous value because it allowed GHQ to determine which
units were in the line and which were in reserve for the next offensive. The 3rd Division
was particularly good at it. During its tour of the line from 26 March to 9 May the 3rd
Division contrived to capture Germans on three days out of every five, taking 233
prisoners in all and identifying 41 different German units.103
But the AIF tactics went beyond mere aggressive patrolling. On 9 April the 15th Infantry
Brigade began advancing its posts silently during the night by 400 metres at a time.
Although the nights were short, they were aided in this move by the morning mist. The
Germans could not locate their posts after such a move, the retaliatory shelling falling to
the rear of the new posts.104 The process of combining patrolling with silent advances of
the line became known as "peaceful penetration" and it spread from the 5th Division to
the others, including the 1st Division in Flanders, and to the New Zealanders, who
began peaceful penetration on 5 July. Soon there was daily activity on the Australian
front and it became something of an inter-unit competition. Individual heroism was a
quality always present in the AIF, as in most armies, but now it was being harnessed by
the techno-tactical system. A few examples are necessary to show how peaceful
penetration worked in practice.
On 18 May Lieutenant A.W. Irvine, Intelligence Officer of the 18th Infantry Battalion,
found a sector where all the Australians were dozing except for a sentry. It occurred to
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him that the Germans might also be sleeping by day. The next day was unusually hot
and the snipers told him that the only sign of life from a German post opposite was a can
thrown out over an hour earlier. Irvine selected a party of eighteen volunteers who,
covered by a Lewis gun, walked quietly over to the German post in broad daylight and
captured 22 prisoners and a light machine gun without loss to themselves.105
Another daylight action was carried out on 8 July 1918 by a party of the 27th Infantry
Battalion under the command of Lieutenant W.R.G. Colman, who used aerial
photographs and a personal reconnaissance to locate a route through which his men
could approach the German line undetected. They entered an unoccupied stretch of
German trench which they followed until they discovered an occupied German post and
attacked it with bombs, killing eight Germans and capturing thirteen and a heavy
machine gun. Colman reported what had happened to his battalion commander,
Lieutenant Colonel F.R. Chalmers, who asked him to clear the rest of the trench.
Covered by Lewis guns, Colman took a party and captured four more Germans and a
light machine gun.106
At dawn on 11 July on the 1st Division front near Hazebrouck, a four man patrol of the
1st Infantry Battalion under Lieutenant G.E. Gaskell was searching for German outposts
in shell holes. They attacked three shell holes, capturing two Germans in one, four in
another and eight in a third. In each case the Australians could have wiped out the post
with a single bomb, but this would have alerted surrounding posts. When the 14
prisoners reached him, Gaskell's company commander, Captain C.W.H.R. Somerset,
ordered the patrol to clear out the other shell holes in the area. This was not as
dangerous as it sounds because the sentries had been captured. Eighteen more Germans
were found, bringing the patrol’s total to 32 prisoners and 3 machine guns. Meanwhile,
another patrol from the same company under Lieutenant C.R. Morley found some
dugouts and silently captured 36 prisoners and 4 machine guns. It was then decided to
advance the company line. Word spread that the German line was being overrun and
other companies and battalions began to get into the act. By afternoon, Brigadier
General I. G. Mackay’s 1st Infantry Brigade had taken 1,000 metres of front and
captured 120 prisoners and 11 machine guns.107
While these examples are spectacular, there were not isolated. On the Somme,
Australian units advanced the line 12 times in May, 6 times in June and 15 times in July.
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On the Flanders front the 1st Division advanced more than 3 kilometres and captured
over 1,700 prisoners. The Australians suffered 16,278 battle casualties from all causes
in May, June and July, about 35 per division per day.108 As much as any tactical system,
Peaceful Penetration involved judicious use of the available technologies.
Peaceful penetration was not the only means by which the line was advanced. There was
also formal attack. The first of these was made by the 9th Infantry Brigade at
Morlancourt on 6 May. The brigade attacked on a 2,500 metre front and captured 165
prisoners, 15 machine guns and a trench mortar. The attack was notable for its low
density of attacking troops as compared with Third Ypres, and for the high number of
prisoners compared with advancing the line. On the down side, there were 79 Australian
casualties, making it much more costly than Peaceful Penetration but a fraction of the
cost of the Third Ypres battles that were, of course, fought against much stronger
positions.
The stage was now set for the diggers' greatest achievement.
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